
Script:

Direction:

Assets:
McKay: “Wendy, what are we doing at the North Pole?”

- McKay is standing on the left, Wendy is standing on the 
right.


- Snow is falling.

- Behind them in the background are snowy mountains 

and we can see the North Pole in the distance between 
them. Also seen in the background are decorated trees 
with presents.


- A snowman with a top hat is also seen in the 
background.


- McKay starts by facing Wendy while speaking.

- Near the end of the sentence, as McKay is about to 

mention the “North Pole,” he looks forward and 
gestures out with his arms to acknowledge where he is.

- McKay and Wendy are dressed in Christmas clothes or elf 
clothes (working on getting 2 visual concepts made)


- Background: snowy mountain scene with snow covered 
trees. The trees have ornaments on them and presents under 
them.


- North Pole: candy-cane colored spiral pole with some sort of 
ornamentation on top.


- Snowman with a top hat - see next slide for design 
reference.



Script:

Direction:

Assets:
Wendy: “Mrs Claus scheduled a free consultation for herself and Santa to get ready for chimney season this 
year!”

- Wendy looks at McKay when she starts speaking. 
When the timing makes sense, Wendy then looks 
forward at the camera.


- When Wendy says, “get ready for chimney season,” she 
raises her arms above her head as a chimney slides up 
around her.

- Chimney



Script:

Direction:

Assets:
McKay: I guess that’s true, chimneys really aren’t getting any bigger!

- McKay looks at the chimney rising up around Wendy. 

- When he says, “chimneys aren’t getting any bigger!,” he 

turns to face the audience and makes a gesture with his 
arms going outwards while he says the words “getting 
any bigger.”


- During this scene, in the background, behind the 
characters, we see a penguin sliding on its belly from 
one side of the scene to the other.

- Penguin



Script:

Direction:

Assets:
Wendy: Haha you’re right, but the real reason is they wanted to take advantage of Belle Medical’s holiday 
promo!

- The chimney around Wendy slide down out of view and 
she lowers her arms.


- Wendy looks at McKay while laughing and saying, 
“You’re right,..” Then she turns to face the viewers while 
reaching into her back pocket to dramatically grab and 
reveal a holiday themed envelope.


- Holiday envelope and letter

- Belle Medical logo - use gold, white and red as the 3 

alternating colors for the logo.



Script:

Direction:

Assets:
Wendy: Haha you’re right, but the real reason is they wanted to take advantage of Belle Medical’s holiday 
promo!

- Holiday envelope and letter

- Belle Medical logo - use white gold and red

- When Wendy says, “take advantage of,” she tosses the 
envelope forward and it opens itself to reveal a holiday 
promo card that fills most of the screen.



Script:

Direction:

Assets:
McKay: Yeah! Everyone, naughty or nice, qualifies for buy one get one 50% off any site through the entire 
month of December!

Buy One Get One 50% Off*

*Limit of up to one site per procedure.

- The holiday promo finishes opening on screen and 
reveals the Belle Medical logo and the Buy One/Get 
One promo using a stylized holiday design.


- Several snowflakes slowly fall across the screen while 
the promo is displayed on screen.

- Holiday envelope and letter

- Snow flurries



Script:

Direction:

Assets:
Wendy: And better yet, if they ask for the "Santa Special" they can receive 25% off the ENTIRE 
procedure! Whichever is better!

- Snowy wind blows the promo card off screen as Wendy 
starts speaking.


- As Wendy says, “have extra Christmas spirit,” a polar 
bear peeks out from behind a tree.


- As Wendy says, “receive 25% off their entire 
procedure!,” we cut away/transition to a holiday-
stylized background for displaying text 


- Subtle wind SFX

- Polar bear

- Stylized background for displaying text

- Picture of a present with the Belle Medical logo on it 



Script:

Direction:

Assets:

- As Wendy says, “receive 25% off their entire 
procedure!,” we cut away/transition to a holiday-
stylized background for displaying text 


- On the background we see the words “25% off Entire 
Procedure.” Above these words is a picture of a 
present.


- Snow blows the visual away/off screen as Wendy says, 
“Whichever is better.”

- Stylized background for displaying text. See next slide 
for design inspiration.


- Picture of a present with the Belle Medical logo on it 

25% Off Entire Procedure

Wendy: And better yet, if they ask for the "Santa Special" they can receive 25% off the ENTIRE procedure! 
Whichever is better!



Script:

Direction:

Assets:

- Hard cut to end card. Display Belle Medical logo, 
Website, phone number and address. Ideally, we want 
to have a design that still shows McKay and Wendy 
waving in the visual. However, if this is too cheesy or 
distracts from the text, we can just show the text and 
the logo on a stylized background.


- Once we create the final draft of the video, we’ll want to 
come back and create 3 versions with addresses for 
their other locations. 

Stylized background for displaying text (see next slide for 
design inspiration)

N/A


